Abstract: A set for obtaining a threaded connection used in hydrocarbon wells, comprising a first tubular component provided with two threaded zones with identical lead, a second tubular component provided with at least two threaded zones, a third tubular component provided on its internal circumferential surface with at least one threaded zone and provided on its external circumferential surface with at least one threaded zone, the set being such that the threaded zone provided on the internal circumferential surface of the third component is capable of cooperating by makeup with one of the two threaded zones of the first component; the threaded zone provided on the external circumferential surface of the third component is capable of cooperating by makeup with one of the two threaded zones of the second component; the second and third components further comprise means for defining the end of makeup of said threaded zones; the other threaded zone provided on the end of the first component is capable of cooperating by makeup with the other threaded zone provided on the second component. A makeup method for obtaining a connection and a method for breaking out said connection.
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